The e-learning platforms combining both digital contents and knowledge management, are taking an important role in education at the same being used by many enterprises on employee’s training to promote competitiveness. Their characteristics of learning anytime and anywhere, making use of the mobile technology and cloud applications, give them superiority compared to traditional teaching methods in the classroom. Since the students and teachers are on different time and space in an e-learning environment, the learning status of a student is difficult to be controlled by teachers. Also the majority of the existing formation platforms are generally conceived as contents distribution systems, with few concerns about the interests and the immediate reaction of singular learners in the virtual classroom. In order to achieve efficiency and trying to avoid the above mentioned disadvantages, there is a need for gathering information regarding each learner’s profile, and building a personalized path of learning for each student or students with similar profile progress in the learning process. In order to get information about the students' profile, meaning the way he wants and is able to gather knowledge, questionnaires to evaluate his/her psychological profile can be of great help. In this paper we address the issue of e-learning personalization through implementing Intelligent Algorithms based on Intelligent Agents in an e-learning environment. The IAELS Algorithm and the Agent System Based Algorithm are compared in a qualitative and quantitative way. Results are presented based on students’ opinions and their performance achieved in the Microsoft Office Suite 2010 e-learning course. Further developing this kind of intelligent evaluating system we propose development of a questionnaire, so that based on different learners' profiles, we could incorporate a starting point in building e-learning environment for gathering virtual knowledge by the e-student.

1. Introduction

The development of Internet technologies and growing interest in distance learning are the main reasons for the fast growing field of e-learning. The most popular platforms are Tutor (http://www.atutor.ca) Moodle (http://moodle.org), Claroline (https://www.claroline.net), OLAT (http://www.olat.org) or Sakai (http://sakaiproject.org) are equipped with hundreds of modules with specialized functionalities dedicated to users and courses management, schedules preparation, payments, etc. However, there is still a strong need of further development (Pahl, 2003), which is oriented towards personalization of e-learning students experience and content. The first issue (personalization of systems) is available in almost every e-learning platform, but the personalization of learning content is much more sophisticated issue (Sehring et al., 2005). It depends on many individual features e.g. motivation, cognitive aspects, intentions, emotions or learning history (Martinez, 2002). Taking into consideration of these features for the purpose of improving the learning process, learners obtain possibility to acquire knowledge much more efficiently. Unfortunately, most of the reviewed e-learning systems suffer from lack of modules that would be able to personalize the learning content based on a suitable criterion. In fact, the concepts of personalized intelligent algorithms do exist, however, they are not popularized in most commonly used e-learning platforms. Chosen representative approaches are described in the next subsection.
2. Related Work

Recent publications in the domain of artificial intelligence applied in e-learning are dominated by a number of directions. Proposed approaches analyze mainly behavioral and cognitive models of learners. Then, they try to apply sophisticated algorithms able to support interactions with users inside e-learning platforms. The examples of such methodologies are proposed by Chen et al. (2005), and Mor, Minguillon (2004). Chen presented application of Item Response Theory, which is used to determine learners’ abilities and course materials difficulties in reasoning process. Similar approach by Mor and Minguillon facilitates navigation through e-learning system using history of users’ interactions and behavior.

Other approaches to learning content personalization utilize semantic web technologies. Most of such methods use ontologies to standardize student’s model, monitor progress, notes and passed exams (Gomes et. al, 2006; Gascuena et. al, 2006). Such model is used mainly to predict; which part of knowledge should be learnt by a student as a next one. More advanced approaches are developed as well (Henze et. al, 2004). Their functionality is extended in most cases with logical layer that is implemented in dedicated TRIPLE language. The algorithm proposed by Dolog et. al (2004) uses both aforesaid technologies, i.e. Semantic Web and AH, and is based on web-services architecture. Dolog implemented the dedicated Personal Learning Assistant, which integrates personalization and other supported web services published by different e-learning platforms. Further on, it provides personalized access to required learning resources in distributed e-learning environment. Recently, the research on agent-oriented programming has begun because of the intelligent agent technique being developed rapidly. For example, Roda et. al [9] presented an agent-based system designed to support the adoption of knowledge sharing practices within communities. The system is based on a conceptual framework that, by modeling the adoption of knowledge management practices as a change process, identifies the pedagogical strategies best suited to support users through the various stages of the adoption process.

3. Explaining and defining Intelligent Algorithms

Agent System based Algorithm

The main goal of the presented agent-based algorithm (Figure 1) is to select elements of courses from database that are crucial and indispensable for further student’s education. The selection is based mainly on the history of education and this results in form of new personalized courses.

The basic unit of created agent system represents one SCO object and the whole system is organized in form of recurrent structure. Such architecture allows agents to have set of links to other agents, which makes them able to represent the courses according to SCORM standards. Every agent in this system includes content of represented object and meta knowledge which describes it. Connections between agents correspond to connections between SCO objects and courses.
Meta-knowledge includes information about access to given course’s elements such as date of last access by particular students, time spent on this element and grades obtained in the tests verifying the content learnt. Each agent is characterized by activation threshold and weights of connections with other agents. Values of those properties are equal to corresponding values in related course elements.

In the first step of algorithm, the initial agents (courses elements) are marked as active. Then, these agents send signals to connected agents with the calculated strength value. The sum of all signals, which reach agent, is compared to the activation threshold due to the following rules:

- If the value of sum is higher than the threshold, the agent is marked as active.
- If the sum is lower than the threshold, the agent is marked as inactive.
- If the sum is equal to the threshold, the state of agent remains unchanged.

![Diagram of the algorithm](image-url)
If the system of agents has changed in current iteration, then all signals are recalculated recursively one more time. This process is repeated until no further changes in the state of agents occur. At the end of the selection, elements represented by active agents are returned as part of the personalized course.

Personalized courses are created by concatenation of returned elements into new courses stored in platform’s database. The new courses are equipped with parameter used to determine the final recipient. Individual SCO objects (elements of new courses) are stored in database with the information about their original parent course. These records are removed if new personalized courses of the same owner are created.

### The IAELS Algorithm

In the architecture of IAELS there are three layers. The application layer includes learning module, discussion module and management module; it integrates the component layer’s function for learners and teachers to use this system easily. The component layer shows this system’s functions; it includes adaptive learning and test, personal learning and test, material management and account management. The adaptive learning and tests are generated according to learner’s level; they differ depending on the personal learning style. Tests are generated based on analyzing the causes of learning inefficiency. The database layer includes test-portfolio database, portfolio database, learning material database and test material database; it is used to save the learner information and teaching material.

Four intelligent agents are designed in IAELS to collect precise portfolios and test-portfolios for each learner while a learner is learning and being tested. They find an appropriate learning path for the learner guiding the learning process and monitoring the discussing board. It helps the learner to spend less time while learning useful course materials. The system learning flow is shown in Figure 3.
Step 1: User agent gets the learner’s level after a learner has done the pre-test.

Step 2: Learning agent searches adaptive course and adaptive test for the learner from database according to the learner’s level.

Step 3: The precise portfolio and test-portfolio are collected by user agent and data mining agent to analyze the learning path and learning inefficiency of the learner.

Step 4: Pass the analyzed information to feedback agent and learning agent to provide the personal course and update the learner’s level for the learner.

Step 5: Feedback agent makes the personal course according to analyzed information past by Data mining agent to improve the learner’s learning efficiency.

Step 6: When a new course is selected by the learner, the learning flow for the learner repeats step 2 to Step 6.

Figure 3. The system learning flowchart [11]

3. Defining e-learning environment

The e-learning environment an adaptive course with path personalization is created.

Adaptive course

The adaptive course can help the learner to avoid learning confusedly and help him to learn easily. The process of generating adaptive course is shown in the figure bellow (Fig. 4).

Firstly, each learner has pre-test in order to accurately find each learner’s level. The user agent then passes learner’s information to learning agent. Learning agent searches corresponding course in teaching material database and test material database for the learner based on the
obtaining information; finally, it generates an adaptive course for the learner. The level of database materials is predefined by the teacher.

![Figure 4. The process for generating an adaptive course [8]](image)

**Personal course**

The process of generating personal course is shown in Figure 5. The purpose for it is to meet learners’ requirement and adapt the learners’ level. The data mining agent firstly analyzes the requirement and the causes of learning inefficiency of the learner from the portfolio database and test-portfolio database, and then passes the information to the feedback-agent. When the feedback agent gets the information, it will search suitable courses course material database and test material database to generate personal course for the learner.

![Figure 5. The process for generating personal course [4]](image)

The e-learning course we are creating is Microsoft Office Suite 2010, taken by the students of Information Technology. We have used Moodle as an appropriate software for integrating the algorithms in the personalized course. As a reference for comparing, the algorithms for Microsoft
Office 2010 Suite Course that our students are taking at the Faculty of Information Technology in Durres are being used.

We use the two first chapters of the courses for **Word Basics** and **Excel Basics**. Each chapter contains description of algorithm and set of definitions related to the corresponding method. The front-end script language Java Server Pages (JSP), Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and Aglet 2.0.2 are used to implement the system.

![Figure 6. Structure of agent system based on the course of Microsoft Office 2010 Suite](image)

Connections between elements suggest that:

- to accomplish this course user should acquire knowledge from both chapters (Word Basics and Excel Basics),
- understanding of each chapter requires knowledge of associated algorithms and definitions,
- understanding of each algorithm requires knowledge of associated definitions,
- understanding of main part of course requires knowledge of definitions associated with Word Basics.

Processing of this course by created agent system starts by selection of main element (**Microsoft Office 2010 Suite**) as active. This element is connected with three other elements i.e. **Excel basics**, **Word Basics** and **Definitions** (from simplex chapter). Depending on weights assigned to those connections, next elements are selected as active. In this example only weights associated with **Word Basics** and **Excel Basics** methods are high enough to activate corresponding elements. At this moment all elements are connected with active elements and receive signals. **Definitions** element from **Word Basics** chapter receives now signals from two sources i.e. **Word Basics** and **Microsoft Office 2010 Suite**. Because sum of these elements is higher than its activation threshold, this element is marked as active. Signals reaching the
remaining elements are not sufficient enough to activate them, and no further changes occur in the state of system. In result, personalized course consists of following elements: **Microsoft Office 2010 Suite + Word Basics + Excel Basics + Definitions** (from simplex chapter).

The same environment was used for IAELS, incorporated in the same course.

### 4. Results and discussion

We had the students take the same course (basically the two chapters we are talking about) and we did test their achieved knowledge, first with the agent based algorithm and then with the IAELS approach. We had 57 students that did take both courses. Here there are their results, graphically presented.

![Figure 7. Students Test Scores using IALES and Agent System](image)

As we can see the results of the students taking the course while there implemented the IAELS algorithm have scored higher results in the test. This indicates that the algorithm of IAELS approach gives better adaptation into the efficiency of the e-learning personalization of the course.

In the table below we present the questionnaire used to assess the learning efficiency and learning satisfaction of IAELS versus the Agent System among the students.
Table 1. Students answers for the questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>IAELS</th>
<th>Agent Based Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I feel that the instructional design really help in my study</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The system provides learning process files that help my learning progress and improve learning efficiency</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Which provides adaptive instructional materials and tests according to my learning speed and capability</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Which provides personalized material and tests according to my learning weakness</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I read many in depth or difficulty course contents in using the system</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Which provides the best learning shortcut and is really helpful to the next learning</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Which reminds your post feedbacks which may reduce your possible time spent on discussion</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>After completion of the course learning, I can study more about using Microsoft Suite 2010</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also here IAELS wins over the Agent Based Algorithm as we can see from the results of the students answers of our questions.

5. Future development

Algorithms will be further developed by adding modules for recognizing specifics in student’s learning style based on the steps passed in the learning process. Namely, individuals study in different ways: someone by reading books, others by using different activities, yet others by learning from their mistakes, etc. As the learning process goes on, preferences for certain learning styles are created. Recognizing someone’s learning style is the first step towards increasing the power of learning, that is, reaching a stage in which the individual gets the most out of the learning process. The following distinction could be made based on the steps passed in the learning process:

(1) Gaining experience – Activist;
(2) Consideration of experience – Reflector;
(3) Conclusions from experience – Theoretician;
(4) Planning on the next step – Pragmatist.

Questionnaires will be introduced and given to the future learners in order to make our model more adaptive to the individual needs (Honey & Mumford experience might be used and further developed.) For example, the following definitions could be given for above mentioned learning styles:

Activists are fully involved in their work without any prejudice about engaging in new experiences. They enjoy the moment “here and now” and want to act instantaneously. They are not skeptical and all of them make enthusiasts from the aspect of trying out everything that's new. It is not coincidence that their philosophy is: “I will try everything.”
Reflectors prefer to sit in the background while carefully scrutinizing and studying from different perspectives. They collect data and do not bring any conclusions before reviewing all the data. They are rather tactful; they study for a prolonged period of time postponing as much as possible in order to consider all possible implications. Their philosophy could be summarized as: “Be careful.”

Theoreticians adapt and integrate observations and insights in complex but logical theories, that is, they try to assimilate even incompatible facts in a coherent theory. They approach the problems step by step according to their logical ideas and want to know the theory behind the actions. They tend to be perfectionists and want to bring things into a proper and rational scheme. Their philosophy moves within rationality and logic: “If it’s logical then it’s okay.”

Pragmatists are keen to examine if new ideas, theories and techniques work in practice. After achieving a particular idea that they like instantaneously they start looking for a way to experiment or apply it in certain applications and practical solutions. They always seek connection of what they have learnt to some practical aspect that will bring benefit not only in their work but in other activities as well (how to save time, how to leave a good impression, how to deal with complicated people, etc.). Their philosophy is: “If it works in practice then it’s good.”

6. Conclusions

In this project we did compare two intelligent algorithms implemented in to improve the efficiency of the e-learning courses by personalizing the approach to the learning process.

The first proposed algorithm is based on the agent system. Every agent represents a single SCO object of the available courses in platform’s database. The algorithm works using connections between agents to exchange information about learner’s progress and history of education. Such architecture allows creating new courses constructed from various SCO elements, which are indispensable in learner’s further education. Thus, each student obtains new learning content, which is personalized to its needs and abilities, and improves efficiency of learning process. Created software is prepared to be used in distributed environment of e-learning platforms, however it requires implementation of web services, which would publish the courses from different platforms on the Internet.

The second is IAELS also based in intelligent agents, which objective is to improve learner’s learning and reduce their overloading. Teachers can spend less time making the teaching materials as well. We did compare them and show the results as we did explain.

To conclude we can say that it’s quite important to provide the correct knowledge as learners look for answers through discussion. If the intelligent agent is like teachers or experts who provide correct knowledge to learners, we believe that it will greatly improve the work of studying. Therefore, the agent-based approach will be developed in the future.
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